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Various mode of teaching

100% 
FACE-TO-FACE

LEARNING

Condition of admission: depending of the program and the 
institution

MOOC

100%
DISTANCE

LEARNING
BLENDED LEARNING

No condition of 
admission



MOOC: Massive Open Online Courses

SPOC: Small Private Online Courses

MOOC vs SPOC

Course:

Limited duration: 
from 4 to 8 weeks

with videos, 
exercices, quiz, 

forum...

Online:

Via web-based
platforms

(coursera, FUN...)

Open:

Everyone can get
access to it: free 

and without
selection

Massive:

Aimed at a wide
public, potentially

thousands of 
learners

Alternative to the MOOCs’ pitfalls, more similar to 
classical distance learning



 Showcase for the institution: enhance the positive image and the

reputation

 Develop a sales culture

 Promoting the training offer: in particular lifelong training and

specific short professional seminars

 Being at the forefront of technological and curricular innovation

 If possible, using of the MOOC in traditional courses and moving

towards blended learning

MOOC objectives



MOOC Sales Force Management

 Two Session 2015 & 2016

 Respectively 10,000 and 9,000 attendees

 Available on the french MOOC platform FUN
(France Université Numérique)

 6 weeks of training

 A team: 1 teacher, 3 technicians and 3 research 
engineers helping for pedagogical supports 
and other

https://www.france-universite-numerique-mooc.fr


 People already working in the selling function, who wish to
progress in the hierarchy in order to manage a sales force

 People already managing a sales force without any specific
academic knowledge

 People with a scientific background and thus with a very
limited knowledge in the area of management and sales, who
want to acquire a double skill “Sciences and Sales” for
example

 Students, now belonging to the Y generation and requiring
some tools in line with their native generation

 Any curious person !

Targets of the MOOC



THIS MOOC LASTS 7 WEEKS WITH 6 WEEKS OF TRAINING

 Week 0: Discovery of the platform FUN and online questionnaire in 

order to better know the learners

 Week 1: Introduction “How to manage the Sales Force”

 Weeks 2 to 6: Presentation of different major topics of  Sales Force 

Management

–Definition and role of the Sales Force

–Organizing the selling effort

–Recruiting and selecting a Sales Force

–Motivating a Sales Force

–Controlling a Sales Force and evaluating sales performance

Structure of the MOOC



Some challenges and pitfalls

How to limit the 
« lone-wolf learner » 

feeling and reduce 
the attrition rate ?



No more than 10 minutes !

Including a PPT presentation with the most important things, useful for 
learners for a better understanding.

Notion presentation videos



Interview of sales manager …

Provide some interviews to diversify the videos

… consultants and professionals

C. Bouchenoire, Altrad group

L. Douyere, Florian Mantione Institut

P. Balthazar, Eminence group



Exercises are classified in 3 groups:

Provide practical exercises

Strongly
recommended

Additional For the most
motivated

LEARNERS CAN CUSTOMIZE THEIR

TRAINING PROGRAM



Playful quiz to ensure that the notions are understood

…Crosswords…

Sales people compensation



Playful quiz to ensure that the notions are understood

…Multiple choice exercises, built with innovative tools…

What is the contest format?
Open
Close

Which kind of contest is it?
Individual
Team

Which kind of objective is it?
quantitative
qualitative

Hello Pierre, how are you?

Well, Samantha, and 

you, where are you?

Maldives, Island
Awesome week!

Ouahhh, great!
After Brazil! With
your company?

Exactly! We are 50 from my
company

This is a lot of people

And you?

Yes, the ten best 

performers are here, and 

the sellers of the 5 best 

teams in france

Well I am the thrid best 
perfomer!!!! Amazing

Yeah! I always knew

that you were a serial 

top  performer!

What about Samantha?



•As a sales manager, how do you behave when a 
salesperson of your team fails?

•Based on the Attribution Theory

•Well documented area in sales management

Introduce fun via Gamification 



•Use Serious Game to 
simulate different
situations…
–External vs Internal

factor

–Stable vs Unstable
factor

–Poor vs good work
history

•…and see the 
manager’s reaction

Attribution Theory



•https://iae.umontpellier.fr/seriousGame/

Example

https://iae.umontpellier.fr/seriousGame/


Example



“Surveys” used as transition from one week to the next one 

Learners answer and can see what the other had answered.
Solutions are given the next week !

Transition toward week 3

According to you, how many sales people can be supervised by a sales manager? 



 Forum and social networks

 Hangouts or live weekly conference

The most important: manage the community



Some challenges and pitfalls

How to limit the 
« lone-wolf learner » 

feeling and reduce 
the attrition rate ?

How to 
evaluate the 

MOOC ?



Multiple choices questionnaire and Peer Review

Provide a clear correction and a detailed assessment grid



The result: a certification

EVALUATION AND CERTIFICATE :

 Achievement of the weekly multiple choices questionnaires accounts 

for 25% of the mark

 Achievement of the final multiple choices questionnaire accounts for 

60% of the mark

 Achievement of one of the two peer reviews accounts for 15% of the 

mark

To obtain the certificate attesting that they have successfully followed

the courses, learners have to attain a mark greater than or equal to

12/20.



Some challenges and pitfalls

How to limit the 
« lone-wolf learner » 

feeling and reduce 
the attrition rate ?

How to 
evaluate the 

MOOC ?

How to deal with 
a cross-cultural 

team to build the 
MOOC ?



MOOC team composition

Business School:

1 Professor

3 Project Managers (Part time)

1 Community Manager

Digital Uses Department of 

University:

1 Digital Project Manager

1 Audiovisual Technicien

1 Graphic designer

In charge of the technical sectionIn charge of the educational content

GOOD UNDERSTANDING AND TEAM SPIRIT ARE ESSENTIAL !



How to use this MOOC for teaching?

100% 
FACE-TO-FACE

LEARNING

100%
DISTANCE

LEARNING
BLENDED LEARNING

In-class discussion
 use the videos
 use the exercises / quizz
 addditional resources

Heterogenity of students
prerequisite

Strong need to create a 
community, social ties
Organize the exam to give
credits, graduate
students…

Home-class for 
 video…

In-class for 
 discussion, exercises
 go deeper on some themes, 
 explore new topics…



•3rd version:2018, march 1rst

•Sales force Management

–With a special focus on 

Digitalisation and Sales!

Conclusion 



Sales Force Management

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


